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battleblock theater is a great chance to show your friends that you can play a game without telling them what the controls are, where the level is, or how to beat a level. this is a brilliant, hilarious and simple indie comedy platformer, offering to take you on an adventure of cat torture and free your friends with your badass moves. so,
how to beat levels? “its as easy as putting up the freaking big block, man!”. theres really no bad moments in battleblock theater, and absolutely no moments where your enjoyment is interrupted. to balance that, there are a few frustrating moments with some of the puzzle design, including a few minor instances of trial and error, but
those are only moments, not moments that spoil the overall experience. battleblock theater is in fact the perfect mix of intelligent design, engaging gameplay, snarky humor, and awesome style. its not the most cohesive or original game on the market, but it is the most fun. i am fine with this problem, and even like the idea of having

a good friend with me in our next game, but i am becoming increasingly unhappy with this problem because my college place has a combination lock on it, meaning i am unable to make my own copy of it. of course being as battleblock theater is a 2d platformer, i have to knock it out of the box, rip out some shipping stickers and
replace them with the original ones, remove the case, repackage it and then try to find something to use to secure the repackaged box. so, for now, i will have to play battleblock theater in singleplayer to earn full multiplayer progress. this is a problem.
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unfortunately, theres only one question you can ask the creators of battleblock theater. why? why is this world so cruel? why does theres an only one way to beat a level, as you know every single level will be completed in one go, before
youre able to stop and save your data. theres no refund. there is no complain section. its a good question, but i have my own answer: “because we can.” in essence, theres only one question to ask of this marvelous indie title: if you know

every level of the game will be solved in one go, why even bother with a slow paced puzzler with 10+ hours of gameplay and countless combinations of crazy obstacles? if you’re anything like me, your head is already spinning in exotic ways
with the combinations of heights, heights, heights and wheelies your friends perform in every single level. it’s dizzying and adds a rich atmosphere, but is this the intended atmosphere? if you’re thinking, ‘just replay it if you get stuck,’ that’s

fine and fun too, but there are better ways to play. battleblock theater has an abundance of stages and achievements, so its easy to play again and again and get further. theres single player and co-operative online multiplayer mode with
level editing, so you can create your own collections of stages, achievements and jokes. best of all, there’s a level editor so you can create your own stages and create your own over the top comedies. if that’s not enough, there’s also the nes-
like gamepad control. once you get the basics down, it’s all about the crazy. when theres this much love, polish and creativity, you can forgive the faults, like that level had a few too many gimmicky encounters in it. if anything, this is a game
that should only get better with time and an added mission mode, whose level construction mechanics gave us infinite opportunities. countless secret levels, an extensive level editor, multiple achievements, funny dialog, cats! … 5ec8ef588b
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